GDACS exercises
Earthquake exercise

- Your boss is particularly interested in an earthquake occurred in Chile in 2015. He mentioned sometimes in fall 2015
- He would like to create a small report, describing
  - When it happen
  - The consequences of it
  - How much people could have been involved
  - If a Tsunami occurred

- When it happened: 6/9/2015 22:54 UTC (19:54 local time)
- The consequences of it: very important event with several casualties
- How much people could have been involved: 53k people in MMI VIII, 500 K in MMI VII
- If a Tsunami occurred: Yes, a large Tsunami that destroyed large part of coastal areas
Today is 14 Sep 2018

- An important Tropical Cyclone is present in the media
- You are requested to reply the question aside to prepare a briefing

1. Affected countries?

2. Max wind speed?
Max storm surge?

3. Highest Humanitarian Impact?  2018

- Highest Humanitarian Impact?
ANSWER